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RESULTS FROM THE WORKSHOP TEAMS

TEAM I:  APPROACH TO MARS FIELD GEOLOGY

William Muehlberger (team leader), Jim Rice, Tim Parker, Jere Lipps, Paul Hoffman, Clark
Burchfiel, and Martin Brasier

Fig. 2.  Dean Eppler sampling volcanic material in 1998 Arizona

field test of Mark III Mars EVA suit.

Premise

The goals of field study on Mars are nothing less than to understand the processes and history of the
planet at whatever level of detail is necessary. A manned mission gives us an unprecedented opportunity
to use the immense power of the human mind to comprehend Mars in extraordinary detail. To take ad-
vantage of this opportunity, it is important to examine how we should approach the field study of Mars.
In this effort, we are guided by over 200 years of field exploration experience on Earth as well as six
manned missions exploring the Moon.

1.  APPROACH AND STRATEGY

We recommend that the six astronaut crew members contain a strong team of experienced Earth scien-
tists. For example, we envisage a crew of two geologists plus a paleontologist with considerable field ex-
perience. Between them, these individuals may have cumulatively upwards of 30 years experience in ter-
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restrially based field science. We also envisage that the other three crew members will have been cross-
trained in some aspects of the Earth sciences. This assumption has major implications for the
astronaut training program.

Strategies adopted for field work on Mars are likely to vary between successive missions. Early missions
may focus more upon engineering and stabilization of mission systems, establishing safety protocols, de-
veloping the infrastructure of the base and field areas, and on reconnaissance. Later missions may
target particular scientific problems identified during the early missions and have a greater portion of the
surface stay focused on field work.

2.  SITE SELECTION

Approaches to field work on Mars may be at least partly site-dependent. It is assumed that a handful of
possible landing sites will be studied from orbit and explored by unmanned rovers at the candidate sites
before the final site for landing humans is picked. We assume that safety and resource potential will play a
role in site selection, thus, the chosen site must maximize the possibility of solving as many of the
basic problems of martian geological, climatological, and biological evolution as possible. In other words,
it must have a variety of geologic features and terrains in proximity, available for study.

We identified several major questions that should be addressed:

1. What is the geological history of Mars? What are the ages of the major martian events?
2. When did early heavy bombardment cease?
3. How long did major volcanism continue?
4. What was the source of water for the major flood events and when did they occur? Were they cata-

strophic or longer term? When did the floods occur? Where is that water now?
5. How did the atmosphere evolve? What was the climatic history? Was there a change in climate from

warm-wet to cold-dry? If so, when did each climate exist? Did Mars experience greenhouse effects?
6. Were there any habitats potentially suitable for life on Mars, such as lakes, oceans, and hydrothermal

springs? If so, when did they exist?
7. Is there any evidence for life on Mars, past or present?

3.  PRE-MISSION ANALYSIS

Once a site is selected, it should be studied in as great a detail as possible using both orbital remote sens-
ing and unmanned surface rovers to locate key outcrops, regions for ground study, and places to drill. To
assure maximum science return in case of abort, traverses must be designed to reach the most significant
localities as early as possible in the EVA sequence.

4.  EARLY ROBOTIC RECONNAISSANCE

Because of the six month flight to Mars, the astronauts will require some time to acclimatize to martian
gravity. While the crew is recovering, they can initiate three phases of robotic reconnaissance:  biohazard
reconnaissance, resource evaluation, and terrain potential.
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A.  Biohazards and toxicity reconnaissance

Before the astronauts can leave the safety of the lander, or bring back samples to the habitat, they will
need to conduct simple tests to demonstrate that the immediate environment of the habitat is biologically
inert, i.e., that it does not present hazards in the form of pathogens, and that it is free from life-
threatening toxins. These tests could be carried out by an unmanned rover.

B.  Resource evaluation reconnaissance

The potential of the landing site to yield important resources such as water, H2O ice, geothermal energy,
natural shelters, and building materials, will need to be assessed. If present, water will provide a vital re-
source that can augment reserves brought from Earth. It can also be electrolyzed to make hydrogen and
oxygen. The search for water/ice will involve determining its depth, and its potential for being mined.
Tests for water could be carried out by means of ground penetrating radar situated on the lander or on an
unmanned rover. Deep drilling for water should be initiated as early as feasible in the exploration effort,
for possible use during the remainder of the mission. Sediment substrates suitable for the support of crop
growth should also be identified early on in the mission.

C.  Terrain reconnaissance

During this initial exploratory phase, the astronauts can undertake a robotic reconnaissance of the imme-
diate landing site, driving unmanned rovers with telepresence cameras to selected rocks, features, and
nearby hilltops to get a view of what lies over the horizon. Rovers could additionally deploy communica-
tion repeaters, navigation beacons, and environmental monitoring equipment. The rovers, if equipped
with tongs, could pick up selected rocks and bring them to the lander where they would be inserted into
the outer side of a glove box for inspection by the astronauts from the inside. These initial collections
would constitute a minimal contingency sample.

Data from this initial robot reconnaissance will refine the initial EVA traverse sites. Identified problems
will determine objectives and sampling techniques (collecting via hammer, rake, core tubes, etc.) of the
initial EVAs. These rocks should then be taken to the lander for analysis (classification by type, process,
analysis for chemistry, mineralogy, isotopes, comparison with remote sensing data, and compilation and
updating of the preliminary geologic map of the site). These samples could then be split and stored as an
emergency contingency sample.

5.  EQUIPMENT TESTING

For the first few days of astronaut activity outside the lander the astronauts will need to pay close atten-
tion to equipment and human performance under martian conditions, thereby validating tests and infor-
mation derived from previous robotic missions and Earth-based testing. For example, will the very fine
dust of the martian atmosphere affect the suit? Will the gloves work satisfactorily? How is the human
metabolic rate affected by various activities?
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6.  EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES (EVAs)

It is assumed that there will be two pairs of field crews, each provided with a fully equipped unpressur-
ized rover. One pair of astronauts will go on EVA at a time. The other pair will stay at the habitat doing
laboratory studies, or visually (or via radio link) supporting the EVA pair. They will then change places
for the next EVA. Those in the habitat will also be involved with maintenance duties or with manipulating
unmanned rovers to explore regions not yet visited by humans.

The first EVAs should be walking traverses (up to a few kilometers) radially out from the habitat. Voice-
recorded observations, digital photography, and collected samples would provide a more complete re-
connaissance sample. These materials should be studied in the habitat to update the geologic map of the
landing site and modify the succeeding rover traverses. Geologic tools to be used in the field are included
in the section on Instrumentation — Analytical Capabilities.

Field geology is a slow and evolving process. If new discoveries do not fit with predictions of the work-
ing hypothesis, then the latter needs to be modified so that it will predict what will be found at the next
stop. If these predictions come true, then confidence in that working hypothesis increases. Eventually,
after all data is synthesized into the traverse, a “final” geological evolution of the site can be developed.

Field geology in a space suit is an even slower process. A geologist on Earth typically will reconnoiter a
site, take a few photographs, record his observations in a notebook, break some rocks open, inspect each
with his hand lens to determine the texture, structures, and mineralogy of the sample so that he can give it
the correct name, and collect those samples that seem diagnostic of the locality as well as any “odd” sam-
ples. In a space suit most of these tasks will take longer or will be impossible to do (write notes, for ex-
ample) so that these tasks will need to be accomplished by other means. The taking of notes can be ac-
complished by voice-activated machines that can transcribe the words via a computer into a visual display
in the visor, on the arm, in the rover and in the habitat. A large magnifying lens mounted on the rover
could substitute for a handheld device. An electronic hand lens (e.g., a magnifying fiber optic camera)
could be manipulated by hand against an outcrop. For scanning a cliffside outcrop, a remote-controlled
camera mounted on the rover could pan across the outcrop or zoom in for detailed views.
The camera could be controlled either from the habitat or by an astronaut at the outcrop with a small
handheld screen. Information from steep, hostile, or inaccessible terrain could also be gained from re-
mote-controlled aerobots.
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Fig. 3.  “Distant Shores,”

by Pat Rawlings.

7.  INTERMEDIATE-STAGE RECONNAISSANCE

These early EVAs should then be extended outward using manned rovers to the limit of a single days’
traverse. They may be out-and-back (viewing from another direction and with different lighting might
highlight a feature that was overlooked or was unimpressive on the way out); or they may be big loops
(in an attempt to cover as much territory in a given EVA as is possible). Presumably, in these early trav-
erses, only surface samples or hammer cores will be taken. Deep drilling may follow the surface explora-
tion. Traverse geophysics should be an integral part of this series of EVAs — while traversing, subsurface
seismic data could be collected and later correlated with observations and collected samples to describe
the regional geology.

Unmanned rovers can be used to explore ahead of and beyond the limits of manned rover traverses.
Unmanned rovers with electronic cameras can furnish information on surface morphology (e.g., layering,
rocks, sharp changes in elevation) beyond the ranges possible with manned EVAs.

Laboratory studies should progress along with the EVAs. This might require free days during which no
EVAs are scheduled. Workloads need to be carefully considered for the long-duration stay of this
mission option.

8.  SYNTHESIS TIME

A logical stopping point for this phase of exploration would be after all targets within the one-day EVA
range have been visited. This will allow both the Earthbound scientists and Mars astronauts to synthesize
together what has been learned. Only then can the design of extended traverses using rovers capable of
supporting life remote from the home habitat begin. The landing site will undoubtedly have pre-mission
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targets already known that are beyond the range of day trips, but the sequence of exploration can only be
fixed after careful study of the immediate landing site (e.g., 10-km radius?)

It is assumed that the reconnaissance traverses outlined above will take about one-quarter of the available
surface time, that is, 25% of 500 days (125 days), or about 4 months.

9.  EXTENDED EVAs

Reviewing these accomplishments will set the framework for the more arduous, extended (days, weeks?)
traverses with a mobile habitat for the pair of astronauts involved. There may also be important sites for
deep drilling to explore for stratigraphic information, possible life and water.

This aspect of the exploration of the site can not be done prior to the synthesis of the traverses already
completed to this point. Certainly there will be remote localities that are known prior to landing that will
be candidates for manned exploration. There will also be interesting sites identified during the course of
this early reconnaissance, as well as areas that the astronauts will need to return to for further study. And
more often than not, the earlier localities that were initially visited will need to be revisited in the light of
the new discoveries made on this exploration.

Once the martian and Earthbound scientists agree on target priorities, then traverses can be designed to
most effectively explore the regions more remote from the Mars base habitat.

10.  SAFETY PROTOCOLS AND STRATEGIC PLANNING

The EVAs, and especially the extended EVAs, will require carefully developed safety protocols and con-
tingency plans. Indeed, their design is likely to depend upon certain protocol requirements being met; for
example, agreed distances, speeds, avoidance of known hazards, route to be taken, levels of natural
lighting, visibility, dust storms, frost, inclines. These questions will be critical for areas with steep cliffs,
soft ground, or other natural hazards. Contingency plans should be drawn up between the field crew and
the base crew before the EVA commences. The following situations will need to be considered (the list is
probably incomplete!):

•  space suit malfunction
•  manned rover malfunction
•  malfunction or loss of communication between field crew and home base
•  immobilization due to dust storms (weeks, months?)
•  degradation of temporary habitat
•  exhaustion, dehydration
•  sickness or injury

During the first mission, we assume that there will be one rover in reserve at the lander, and one on EVA.
The reserve rover will need the capacity to carry two astronauts from the base to rescue two astronauts
on EVA. The safe return of their vehicles to base will be important at this stage. In later missions, more
rovers will be available, allowing greater flexibility for rescue and maintenance.
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Given that there is likely to be more than one mission to an area, and that the plan is to build up resources
over a period of time, then extended EVAs could also include an element of strategic planning. Supplies
of water or other vital resources can be left at strategic outposts. Aerobots or unmanned rovers could be
involved in this strategic deployment of resources. In this way, the resources for one or more outposts
can be built up for future intended or emergency use during the later stages of exploration.

Fig. 4.  1998 field traverse in Arizona testing the Mark III Mars EVA

suit.

11.  MARS SUIT IMPROVEMENTS

A repeated theme in this workshop was the requirement for improved suit technology, design and per-
formance. Particular emphasis was placed on improving glove dexterity, flexibility, and performance. In
addition, it is assumed that space suit design will provide the capabilities and tools to accomplish tasks
necessary for geologic field work. For example, we need a system of electronic field notebooks, perhaps
using voice-activated recorders with visual display inside the visor, and relayed to printers in the habitat.
Field locations will need to be fixed by means of GPS or other location system, which can be displayed as
a map inside the visor or aboard the rover.

At present, the International Space Station Program is driving improvements in glove technology to sup-
port the increased EVA rate on ISS. The present Series V gloves are being replaced with Series VI
gloves, which were tested by Dean Eppler in a series of crewmember/rover tests in February 1999.
Eppler’s experience with these gloves was extremely encouraging. In five suit runs over four days, he ex-
perienced none of the hand/forearm pain and fatigue that was experienced on the Apollo program. The
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improvements seen in these gloves show that we are well on the way to solving the glove/hand fatigue
problem.

Suit improvements are also being evaluated with three candidate suits. One of these suits, the Mark III or
H-1 suit, has already been evaluated in the field as part of the May 1998 exercises in Flagstaff, Arizona.
During two weeks of exercises, Eppler found that this suit has the level of mobility necessary to conduct
field geology and paleontology on a planetary surface, in spite of the rather excessive weight (approxi-
mately 95 kg with a life support backpack). In addition to this suit, the ILC Corporation has developed a
soft suit with hard bearings at the hip, shoulders, and wrists. This suit weighs approximately 35 kg with-
out a life support backpack, and offers a reasonable level of mobility given that it has only a two-bearing
hip and no wrist bearing. This suit was evaluated in the February 1999 exercise in California, and was
found to be adequate, although the reduction in suit weight lead to some compromises in load-bearing
strategy that Eppler felt nullified the weight loss when compared to the Mark III suit. Lastly, the David
Clark Company has developed a totally soft suit that is now undergoing initial evaluation. The advanced
EVA development group at JSC expects to have a complete evaluation report comparing all three suits
finished in 2000.

A parallel effort is underway to develop a suite of geologic tools for future Mars and lunar exploration.
Initial activity has focused on developing a complement of tools that have been used already in the two
previous field exercises. This work has given the advanced EVA development group ideas for an im-
proved suite of tools, to be developed in 1999 and 2000. In particular, a new reach-and-grasp tool needs
to be developed to handle samples in the size range of 10–30 cm, as well as a new scooping tool for soil
sampling.
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TEAM I:  RECOMMENDATIONS — APPROACH TO FIELD GEOLOGY

Fig. 5.  “Day Hike in Dao Valley,” by Pat Rawlings.

1. While the crew is acclimatizing to gravity upon landing, robots should be used to reconnoiter the site, to confirm
that it is free of biohazards and toxins, and to bring selected rocks back to the base for study in glove boxes ac-
cessible to the robot on the outside and by the astronauts from the inside.

2. Only 2–3 astronauts should be on an EVA at any given time, so that if necessary, crew remaining at the Mars
base can rescue them. Safety protocols will need to be developed.

3. Traverses should be designed with considerable latitude in time allocation and the number of projects to be com-
pleted at a given locality.

4. Traverses should increase in complexity as both skills and confidence increase.

5. Initial walking traverses should be targeted on sites of the highest priority sites identified to date.

6. Upon completion of walking traverses from base, the Earth and Mars teams should design a set of extended trav-
erses for the next phase of research.

7. Geophysical studies of the landing site should begin at the earliest opportunity to determine if water or other
resources might be present at achievable depths.

8. Advances in Mars suit and glove technology and design are imperative.
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TEAM II:  INSTRUMENTATION — ANALYTICAL CAPABILITIES ON MARS

Frances Westall (team leader), Carl Allen, Martin Brasier, Jack Farmer, Wulf Massell, Andrew
Steele, Russ Fortson, and Carl Agee

Fig. 6.  Astronaut Buzz Aldrin carrying a lunar instrument package

away from the lunar lander, Apollo 11.

Premise

Human exploration of Mars will consist of a series of long-term missions, with early missions focusing
upon establishing the Mars base, and undertaking basic field reconnaissance. A capable laboratory on
Mars is an essential element in the exploration strategy. Analytical equipment both in the field and in the
laboratory serves to extend the senses of the crew and help them sharpen their sampling skills as they
learn to recognize rocks in the field and understand their geologic context and significance. On-site sam-
ple analyses allow results to be incorporated into evolving surface exploration plans and strategies, which
will be developing in real-time as we learn more about Mars.

Early Mars missions will focus on reconnaissance EVAs to collect rock and soil samples, maximizing the
amount of Mars material returned to Earth. Later missions will be increasingly devoted to both extensive
field campaigns and laboratory analyses. The capabilities and equipment described below will be built up
at the Mars base incrementally over many missions, with science payloads and investigative infrastructure
being partitioned among launch opportunities.

This discussion considers what we require to measure, observe, and explore on a new planetary territory.
Alternatively, what do we need to know and how do we equip ourselves to provide ample capabilities to
acquire these data? Suggestions follow describing specific instruments that we could use. Appendix 5 lists
a strawman science instrument payload, and a feasibility study of equipment transportation into the field
on pressurized or unpressurized rovers.
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1.  BASIC STRATEGY

The strategy for field work on Mars can be broken down into applied and basic science questions:  (1) the
identification of materials useful for life support, propellant, and construction (e.g., hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, iron, etc.) and an evaluation of their global distribution;
(2) the study of the evolution of the geology of the planet, its atmosphere, and possibly life, as well as the
identification of potential sites for establishing bases and exploration. To answer both applied and basic
science questions requires observations, measurements, sampling and analysis of martian material, and
surface and subsurface geophysical studies.

The Mars exploration strategy relies on robotic reconnaissance followed by human fieldwork and prelimi-
nary laboratory studies. More sophisticated detailed analyses of carefully selected samples will be done on
Earth. The purpose of analyzing samples on Mars is twofold. First, it is imperative to high grade martian
samples such that the best and most representative ones are sent home with the crew. Second, knowledge
gained from analyses done at the Mars base will enable Earth and Mars-based scientists to amend their
science strategies and possibly refocus exploration efforts on particular geologic targets. The instrumen-
tation that we take to Mars should be aimed at accomplishing these two objectives.

1. Understanding the samples — what observations and analyses will best aid the crew and Earth-based
scientists to characterize the samples for life, past environments, resources, and planetary evolution?

2. High grading Mars rocks — how do we best characterize and select samples to send back to Earth?
Grading the rocks will depend upon the science questions being asked, for which an understanding of
the samples is imperative.

2.  INSTRUMENT REQUIREMENTS

Most of the instruments discussed in this chapter have counterparts that either have flown in space, or are
scheduled to fly in space, or have been developed for future missions (see Meyer et al., 1995; Hoffman,
1998; Budden, 1994.) For long-duration Mars missions, it will be desirable to use instruments such as
these that require:

•  Low mass and volume
•  Low power
•  Rugged construction
•  High reliability
•  Safe operation

However, a few of the instruments discussed below are state-of-the-art, sophisticated analytical tools cur-
rently used in modern laboratories. Their current configurations may not be conducive to the strenuous
requirements of a Mars surface laboratory or a Mars field expedition, or they may impose power or
maintenance requirements on the mission that cannot be met. They are included as candidate instruments
for several reasons. First, they are the best available Earth-based tool for accomplishing the exploration or
observational objective. Second, by including them as candidate payloads, it serves to challenge and drive
technologists to render them “mission-ready” for use on Mars, thereby meeting the durability, reliability,
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and low mass/volume requirements. Third, by including these modern instruments it allows us to project
the human Mars science mission into the future framework of 2013, when we are likely to have made sig-
nificant advances in scientific instrument development.

Fig. 7.  Scanning electron micrograph of possible fossilized bacteria

in Antarctic Mars meteorite Allan Hills 84001.

3.  INSTRUMENTATION FOR SPECIFIC EXPLORATION OBJECTIVES

This section identifies six specific objectives in the human exploration of Mars, together with the
analyses needed to fulfill the objectives and candidate instrumentation required for the analyses. The
six exploration objectives are:

1. Field observation
2. Sample acquisition
3. Maintenance of crew health and safety
4. Search for evidence of past or present life
5. Geological and geophysical field studies
6. Sample selection and preparation

Tables 2.1 through 2.6 address the science exploration questions:

What do we need to know? (What is the science question?)
What measurement or observation will supply the answer?
What instrument can make that observation or measurement?
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TABLE 2.1.  Objective 1:  Field observation.
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Observation Camera/hand lens/in-visor screen

Recording Digital field note book/voice recorder

Location x,y,z system

Soil/rock composition Mineralogical/organic sniffer
(Alpha-Proton X-ray spectrometer/gas chormatograph-
mass spectrometer, magnetometer)

Environment Environmental microprobes
Oxidant detector
Weather gauge

Biology Life detection unit

TABLE 2.2.  Objective 2:  Sample acquisition.
Task Candidate Instrument
Sample acquisition Robot/rover

Scoop/mole/corer/drill/hammer

Sample containment Bar-coded sample bags (sterile for biological samples)
Sample containers (sterile for biological samples)

TABLE 2.3.   Objective 3:  The maintenance of crew health and safety.
A. Investigating soil toxicity (laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Particle size Optical (light and binocular microscope)

Major elemental composition X-ray fluorescence spectrometer

Mineral composition Raman spectrometer
UV/visible/IR spectrometer
X-ray diffractometer

Evolved gas Furnace/mass spectrometer

Radioactivity Geiger counter

B. Investigating microbiology (laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Biosafety Glovebox

Observation Fluorescent microscope
Confocal microscope
Scanning electron microscope
Atomic force microscope

Organic chemistry Gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer

Replication of live specimens Polymerase chain reaction sequencer
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TABLE 2.4.  Objective 4:  The search for evidence of past or present life.
A.  Identification of prime sites (orbit and field):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Location High-resolution digital camera

Image analysis and mapping Global information system

B.  Biosafety:
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Biological safety Glovebox

C.  Rock identification (field and laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Basic composition and fabric Visual observation/field lens/field microscope

Optical (light and binocular) microscope

Major element composition X-ray fluorescence spectrometer

Mineral composition Raman spectrometer
UV/visible/IR spectrometer
X-ray diffractometer

D.  Biomarkers (laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Organic chemistry Gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer

Microfossils Optical microscope
Scanning electron microcope
Atomic force microscope

E.  Living microorganisms (laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Observation Fluorescent microscope

Confocal microscope
Scanning electron microscope
Atomic force microscope

Organic chemistry Gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer

Gas evolution Labeled release experiment
Gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer

Replication Polymerase chain reaction sequencer

Cryogenic storage Cryocooler
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TABLE 2.5.  Objective 5:  Geological and geophysical field studies.
A.  Geologic history (laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Location Orbital imaging/analysis system

Image analysis and mapping Global information system

Correlation of strata High resolution digital camera

B. Rock identification (laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Basic composition and fabric Visual observation/field lens/field microscope

Optical (light and binocular) microscope

Major-element composition X-ray fluorescence spectrometer

Mineral composition Raman spectrometer
UV/visible/IR spectrometer
X-ray diffractometer

C. Geophysical measurements (field):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Stratigraphy Seismic exploration instruments

Rock/ice/water interfaces Seismic exploration instruments
Radar

Gravity Gravimeter

Magnetics Magnetometer
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TABLE 2.6.  Objective 6:  Sample selection and preparation for return to Earth.
A.  Geologic samples (field and laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Basic composition and fabric Visual observation/field lens/field microscope

Optical microscope

Biomarkers (organic and fossil) Gas chromatographer-mass spectrometer
Optical microscope
Scanning electron microscope
Atomic force microscope

Martian conditions Cryo-cooler

Major element composition X-ray fluorescence spectrometer

Mineral composition Raman spectrometer
UV/visible/IR spectrometer
X-ray diffractometer

B.  Biological samples (field and laboratory):
Analysis Candidate Instrument
Observation Fluorescent microscope

Confocal microscope
Scanning electron microscope
Atomic force microscope

Organic chemistry Gas chromatographer-mass spectrometer

Gas evolution Labeled release experiment
Gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer

Replication Polymerase chain reaction sequencer

Cryogenic conditions Cryo-cooler
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4.  ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTATION:  ROVERS AS FIELD EXPLORERS

Fig. 8.  Future Mars crew member recovers the Sojourner rover from Mars Pathfinder mission.

Painting by Pat Rawlings.

A.  Robotic reconnaissance/first analysis rover
A robotic reconnaissance/first analysis rover has two uses:  (1) to test for the presence of life in and
around the landing site; (2) to do preliminary reconnaissance and analyses in the time period immediately
after landing when the field crew needs to acclimatize itself and will not be ready for EVAs.

The reconnaissance/first analysis rover could be equipped with the following instrumentation (based on
the recommendations of Brack et al., 1998):

•  panoramic camera for general view of the landing site, base site;
•  balloon with camera/location unit;
•  life detection instrumentation (labeled release experiment plus GCMS);

•  sterilized scoop/mole, sterilized sample containers, temperature control for biological sample collection
•  scoop, mole, drill plus containers for mineralogical, palaeontological and biogeochemical sample collection
•  rock surface grinder for cleaning surfaces for observation and analysis
•  APX spectrometer, laser Raman spectrometer, and Mössbauer spectrometer for soil/rock geochemistry
•  oxidant detector (fibre optics kind?)
•  environmental microprobes (pH, Eh, salinity etc.)
•  x,y,z positioning system
•  environmental monitors (mini weather gauge for temperature, wind speed, humidity)

B.  Unpressurized and pressurized rovers/field crew
Open rovers would be used for near-base activity, pressurized rovers could be used for long-distance ac-
tivity that would involve some days away from the base. The field crew will carry with them a basic tool
kit, geological and/or biological. Heavier and/or more sophisticated equipment, will be carried on the
rover. The rover would also carry basic geophysical instrumentation (taking passive measurements from
the moving vehicle) and environment measuring devices (for weather parameters, pH, Eh, salinity, etc.).
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In summary, the geologists/biologists in the field require the following:

Geologist tool kit: hammer, rake
shallow coring device
optical magnification (maybe zoom camera)/continuous camera recording
voice activated recorder
magnet
(Mars compass, clinometer)
bar-coded sample bags
sample container
microchip mineralogical/organic “sniffer

Biologist tool kit: life detection unit (biochemistry on a chip)
environmental microprobe
sterile sample containers and sampling instruments

Additional instrumentation for longer excursions: APX

C.  Aerobots
Longer distance exploration could make use of aerobots. These could be remotely-controlled by the as-
tronaut (via telepresence) to image the surface from altitude, descend to the surface for sample collection
or in situ analysis, deploy instruments, ascend and move on. The aerobotic exploration patterns would be
largely controlled by the prevailing winds, but model simulations have been run which show a wide area
of coverage within certain latitudinal constraints with many trips around the planet possible in just a few
weeks. Clearly this could open up vast areas for telepresence exploration and greatly expand the scope of
missions.

5.  CONTAMINATION AND PLANETARY PROTECTION ISSUES

A subcomponent of planetary sampling strategy involves acquiring uncontaminated samples for exobio-
logical (including life detection) experiments in order to demonstrate that the exploration sites are bio-
logically inert and safe for astronauts to leave the habitat. Exobiological studies will also be required be-
cause of the major concern about forward contamination of the martian surface by astronauts. Remotely
controlled robotic exploration may well be the best way to ensure the acquisition of pristine samples (e.g.,
during sterile drilling to explore for subsurface life).

The analysis of exobiological samples will clearly require a bio-containment facility to protect the astro-
nauts against contamination. This could be crucial when sampling environments where life could still be
active, such as deep subsurface water samples acquired by drilling. Moreover, life could even be present
in geological and paleontological samples taken on the surface. All reasonable steps must therefore be
taken by reconnaissance robotic rovers to determine the possible biological hazard of the site, prior to the
arrival of the field crew. Clearly, such issues will be an important part of the design of the science experi-
ments, exploration technologies and sampling protocols.
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Fig. 9.  Mars field ge-

ologist studies in-visor

screen projection of

martian fossils, magni-

fied by hand-held mi-

croscope. Painting by

Pat Rawlings.

TEAM II:  RECOMMENDATIONS — ANALYTICAL CAPABILITIES

1. The need for specific observations and analyses should be the primary driver for the development of compact, in-
tegrated field instrumentation. Field exploration and laboratory work on Mars would require the development of a
number of new instruments and the adaptation of other instruments already in use:

•  a continuously recording fiber optic camera could be mounted on the helmet;
•  a magnification camera that can be deployed by hand as a hand lens;
•  a display panel inside the visor for real time observation;
•  an electronic field notebook for data recording and archiving. For example, an integrated digital system could

be placed on the space suit and designed for accessible entry and retrieval of information;
•  a voice recognition system, displayed in real time on a data viewing panel inside the visor, for data recording;
•  an in-visor map relating samples and outcrops to the x,y,z, data;
•  bar-coded sample bags and containers that can be registered using a digital modification of the hand-lens. In this

way, all digital imaging, voice recordings and sample location data could be co-registered to the local coordinate
system and archived in near-real time.

2.  The miniaturization of present instruments and the designing of new technologies should start now.

3.  Biologists, field geologists, geochemists, and engineers should work together at all stages of mission planning.
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TEAM III:  CREW SKILLS AND TRAINING

Tom Jones (team leader), Dan Burbank, Dean Eppler, Bob Garrison, Ralph Harvey, Stephen
Hoffman, and Harrison Schmitt

Fig. 10.  Mars test suit subject

and field geologist Dean Eppler

overlooking Meteor Crater, Ari-

zona, in Mark III Mars EVA suit.

Premise

One of the major focus points for the workshop was the topic of crew skills and training necessary for the
Mars surface mission. Discussions centered on the mix of scientific skills necessary to accomplish the
proposed scientific goals, and the training environment that can bring the ground and flight teams to
readiness. Subsequent discussion resulted in recommendations for specific steps to begin the process of
training an experienced Mars exploration team.

1.  SKILLS NEEDED FOR SURFACE EXPLORATION AND THE OVERALL EXPEDITION

What mix of skills are needed by the expedition crew to accomplish their mission? These required skills
stem from the nature of the work required on the surface, and work necessary during other mission
phases (outbound cruise, surface adaptation, Mars orbit rendezvous, inbound cruise, and Earth entry). To
arrive at the necessary skills, we first highlighted surface activities for the mission (outlined in the Mars
Surface Reference Mission document, Hoffman, 1998):

Surface Activities for a Mars Mission
a. Field geology and biology investigations to address mission science goals
b. Field searches for extinct or extant martian life
c. Teleoperation of robotic sample collection systems, such as rovers
d. Preliminary analysis of samples
e. Communication of findings to science team on Earth
f. Deployment of geophysical/meteorological experiment packages
g. Retrieval of special samples, using deep-drilling, for example
h. Active experimentation on biological, geological, and environmental samples
i. Studies of Earth life forms exposed to the martian environment
j. Sample preparation for Earth return
k. Maintenance and repair of equipment
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In addition, a variety of specific skills or professions would be desirable among the surface crew mem-
bers. Some examples are medical personnel, nuclear engineers, geologists, exobiologists, mechanics, pi-
lots, instrument technicians, paleontologists, chemists, and life support technicians. Significant skills
cross-training would be necessary to insure mission success. The Mars Reference Mission (Hoffman,
1997), baselined a crew of six with the following areas of specialization:

TABLE 3.1.  Crew roles:  Mars reference mission.

Position Responsibility

commander Oversight/organization/prioritization

physician Crew health

geologist Field exploration and sampling

biologist Field exploration and sampling

electrical/electronics engineer Systems and instrumentation maintenance

mechanical engineer Systems and equipment maintenance

The Astronaut Office at Johnson Space Center continues to consult with JSC’s Advanced Proj-
ects/Exploration Office on new developments for the Mars reference mission. In mid-1998, the Astronaut
Office conducted its own survey of space shuttle and station crew members to produce a list of the skills
needed for a Mars mission. The survey ranked an arbitrary list of proposed skills in the following order of
importance:

TABLE 3.2.  Ranking of crew skills in Astronaut Office survey.

Skill Crew Role

1. Mechanic Systems maintenance

2. Leader Commander/field exploration lead

3. Electronics Technician Systems and instrumentation maintenance

4. Engineer Systems operation and maintenance

5. Pilot Spacecraft operation

6. Physician or Medical Technician Crew health

7. Computer Engineer Systems and instrumentation maintenance

8. Scientist (specialization TBD) Field exploration and laboratory research

9. Machinist Systems maintenance

10. Cook Food variety (secondary skill)

11. Maid Habitat organization (essential for all crew)

12. Journalist Recording crew activities (secondary skill)

Note:  Also considered in the survey were traits such as “saint” and “athlete.” The moral qualities of a

saint ranked rather high (just behind electronics technician), while athletic skills placed behind “scien-

tist.”

Our workshop group discussed the topic of crew skills extensively. Our group was primarily interested in
the successful accomplishment of the field exploration task on Mars, and we emphasized scientific skills
and the ability to conduct a productive field operation without convenient Earth communications. No
matter what the crew size, we recommended that the Mars crew should be equipped with the team skills
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and depth necessary for a vigorous pursuit of mission science goals. We envisioned two separate field
teams, alternating days spent outside the outpost engaged in field work. This surface science emphasis led
us to recommend that the crew have a skills ratio of roughly 2:1 in favor of surface science over the (es-
sential) spacecraft systems and operation function. Reflecting this mix, we modified the crew skills list
developed in the Reference Mission above. Our workshop strawman list of necessary crew specialties is
shown in Table 3.3.

TABLE 3.3.  Crew roles for Mars surface mission (this workshop).

Prime Role Backup Role

Commander; Research and Operations Manager Geologist

Geologist Paleobiologist

Systems Engineer Electronics Engineer/Technician

Physician or Medical Technician Microbiologist

Geologist Mechanical Engineer/Technician

Paleobiologist Systems Engineer

Naturally, this crew skills mix can and should change depending on which stage of Mars exploration is
underway. The earliest missions might weight their crews more heavily to operational experience, while
later crews, benefiting from experience and more surface infrastructure, could focus more heavily on the
surface science disciplines.

Our skills mix reflects the reality that the crew, limited in size and committed to a mission duration ap-
proaching three years, necessarily must be heavily cross-trained. Astronauts in our group stated that ex-
perience shows it is best to select a crew weighted toward the primary scientific skills for the extensive
surface mission, and cross-train them to accomplish the spacecraft systems, operations, and maintenance
functions. Apollo and shuttle experience shows that scientists can successfully acquire the essential mis-
sion operations skills in just a few years of spaceflight training, while the reverse process of training pilots
and technicians for a primary science role will not work on a similar timescale. Geologist and Apollo 17
astronaut Jack Schmitt’s estimate is that during Apollo, the scientists had acquired 75% of the operations
skills of the pilots in the program, while the latter had attained 25% of the field geology skills typical of
active field geologists. Our consensus was that successful cross-training can be accomplished over a pe-
riod of about 10 years. That’s about the timescale for development of expert operations skills via actual
spaceflight experience on shuttle and space station, experience that is likely to be a prerequisite for Mars
mission candidates.

Note:  Our panel highlighted the value of operational aviation experience to the training of spaceflight
crewmembers. Spaceflight proficiency training in high-performance aircraft should continue to be part
of the long-term training for any Mars crew candidates.

Our group briefly discussed the gender and nationality mix best-suited for success on a Mars expedition.
Field experience at remote sites, and our limited long-duration spaceflight experience, shows that gender
mix can critically affect a crew’s day-to-day interaction and thus their productivity. Rather than rely on
our incomplete and anecdotal experience, any Mars exploration program must confront and understand
this important human dynamic. Historical experience in the annals of exploration suggests also that we
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carefully examine the implications of a multinational crew. Multicultural field teams may be at a disad-
vantage in survival situations, when teamwork is pushed to the limit. Thorough investigation of the gen-
der and nationality issues must be conducted in parallel with other Mars mission preparation; in particu-
lar, we must capitalize on experience gained from crew dynamics on the International Space Station,
adding that to historical and science field experience. We strongly recommend that NASA sponsor an ex-
pert workshop on this important topic.

Fig. 11.  Dean Eppler testing the

ILC Mars EVA suit in the Califor-

nia desert on a crew-rover Mars

field geology simulation, 1999.

2.  TRAINING EXPERIENCES AND LOCATIONS FOR THE MARS EXPLORATION TEAM

Our group reached wide agreement that field exercises for the Mars surface science mission would be es-
sential elements of long-term crew training. Such science field trips and surface exploration exercises
were very successful during Apollo in honing the field skills of both astronauts and ground science teams.
We discussed many examples of current research locations and activities that could collectively deliver
the necessary field experience. Some examples:  geology field expeditions, petrological or geochemical
laboratory experience, polar geology and other polar field programs, oceanographic voyages, paleobi-
ological field programs, scientific drilling project legs, volcanology field sites, and eventually, multiweek
stays aboard the space station or at a lunar outpost. Potential locations include Antarctic venues based
out of McMurdo, the JOIDES Resolution drilling ship, the Spitzbergen Arctic research facilities, volcano
and impact field sites around the globe, and paleonological Mars analogs, such as Yellowstone and the
Snake River lava beds. One site that offers current easy access is Iceland:  NASA flies there frequently
via charter aircraft in support of its Russia-based personnel, and it offers a generous combination of the
geology and polar research settings outlined above.

Many terrestrial research sites, across the spectrum of geological and paleontological disciplines, could
serve as analogs for the martian surface science experience. We agreed that the successful field experi-
ence would combine real scientific work for the crew with realistic support from an integrated ground
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team, so that both the science and operations communities gain experience with planning and executing
an extended program of surface science. The entire team must gain experience in dealing with communi-
cations limitations, interaction between the terrestrial science support teams and the field crew, and the
long-term support of a remote science program. These exercises would also provide a realistic backdrop
for evaluation of potential Mars mission crew members.

3.  PROPOSAL FOR EXPLORATION FIELD TRAINING PROGRAM

We see great benefits from establishing an ongoing program of scientific field exercises aimed at Mars
surface exploration. Crewmembers would gain experience in managing a field research program, practice
on-site decision-making, cope with changing research strategies, and develop the cross-training essential
to a successful Mars mission. The engagement of support science teams and mission operations personnel
would develop a vigorous exploration “culture” in the spaceflight operations community. These field ex-
periences would also develop a cadre of “camp managers" and surface team leaders. From this cadre
would come the leaders of both the Mars field teams and the Earth-based science support team.

Our group recommends that candidate Mars crews receive broad field experience over a number of years,
culminating in a focused program of surface science exercises. Participation in meaningful science work,
rather than mere observation, should be the goal; multiple field exercises should aim for exposure to a
variety of scientific skills and disciplines, analytical as well as field-oriented. Such crews should partici-
pate in at least six full-up Mars surface science field simulations, incorporating communications delays
and interactions with the Earth-based science team. Typical duration should be around three weeks, with
the emphasis on scientific decision-making in the field.

The crew’s training program will reach a crescendo in the weeks prior to launch to Mars, but the cruise
phase represents a possible six-month lull in scientific training. Refresher training in the skills and sub-
stance of the expedition’s surface research program should be a central part of the cruise phase outbound.
Such cruise training activities might include a review of martian geological problems, in-flight analysis of
Mars analog samples, and a variety of related scientific activities. For example, the crew could conduct
cruise astronomy, remote sensing studies of the martian surface, and space physics investigations. These
activities would continue to challenge the crew, sharpen their training, and broaden their skills using an
array of equipment similar to that slated for surface deployment. During the return cruise, the crew could
study in detail a subset of the collected surface samples, prepared for analysis before Mars departure.

When should this training program begin? Our panel members felt strongly that field geology is learned in
the field; therefore potential crewmembers must go there as soon and as frequently as possible. It is not
too early to prepare for the first Mars expedition. We should forge these links between the science, op-
erations, and astronaut communities now. It will take time to achieve the collective experience level nec-
essary, but it will prove invaluable in supporting and controlling a multiyear Mars expedition. As a first
step, NASA should convene a workshop to capture the collective experiences and recommendations of
the Apollo and Skylab crews and science support teams. These teams pioneered field exploration on the
Moon and in near-Earth space, and we should record their experiences before their value is lost to
the next generation of explorers.
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Generic science field training for astronauts should begin now, so that the necessary field skills are in
place when Mars surface science training begins in earnest. Several members of our workshop made spe-
cific proposals for astronaut participation in ongoing, active field expeditions. The workshop participants
were in broad agreement that opportunities exist today for valuable Mars field exploration training, rang-
ing from the Antarctic to remote geology and biology research camps. NASA should actively pursue par-
ticipation in such field expeditions during 1999 and 2000 to pave the way for expanded, more
focused field training.

TEAM III:  RECOMMENDATIONS

1.  The expedition crew should have roughly twice as many members with primary surface science skills over those
with backgrounds in spacecraft systems and operations.

2.  Mars crew training should culminate in an extensive program of realistic field exploration simulations. The crew,
operations, and science support teams should participate in at least six of these field exercises before launch.

3.  NASA should begin in 1999 a field training program for astronauts, mission operations, and science support
teams, aimed at gaining experience in surface science operations.

4.  NASA should convene new workshops on (a) crew selection, including crew skills and other pertinent criteria;
(b) field science exercise site selection; and (c) recording the collective experience of the Apollo and Skylab crews,
science support teams, and missions operations personnel.
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TEAM IV:  COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN CREWS ON MARS AND
SCIENTISTS ON EARTH

Patricia W. Dickerson (team leader), Nancy Ann Budden, Jack Frassanito, Paul Keaton,
David S. McKay, and Paul D. Spudis

Fig. 12.  Jim Irwin gives a salute from Hadley

Apennine, Apollo 15.

Premise

For the purpose of the following discussion, we assume that of the six crew members sent to Mars, at
least three will be scientists. We further assume that geological and biological investigations will proceed
together (although investigative techniques may vary), both for vestiges of ancient life, and for evidence
of living organisms. Finally, unexpected discoveries may cause sudden changes in exploration strategies,
and mission planning should be flexible enough to accommodate such shifts.

1.  APOLLO EXPERIENCE

Investigations of Earth’s Moon during the Apollo missions represents our sole previous experience in
human planetary field exploration. Apollo taught us valuable lessons, not only in setting strategy and in
data and sample collection, but also in structuring effective dialogues between the explorers and scientists
on Earth. However, on Mars missions, communication between astronauts and Earth support teams will
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by necessity be very different from the Apollo model, due to the extended stay time, and distance-induced
communications lag.

Communications technology has evolved dramatically since the Apollo era, and we assume that develop-
ments will be made before the first human mission to Mars time. Technology for data compression and
transmission will have evolved to permit rapid transfer of large volumes of data, such as geophysical sur-
veys. Robotic missions will precede human exploration and some, such as the proposed Ariane mission in
2005, may offer the potential for putting navigation and communication satellites in orbit around Mars.
Such satellites could enable continuous contact between crews at the Mars base and in the field.

In contrast with lunar exploration, many or most sites on Mars will have been reconnoitered robotically
and samples analyzed before humans arrive, providing a fair picture of the landing sites before humans
ever step onto the surface

2.  SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS — STRATEGY AND PLANNING

The 500-day stay on Mars will be the longest planetary surface exploration opportunity ever experienced.
Once on Mars, human crews will benefit from the extended stay on the surface by enjoying more time in
the field, more time in the Mars laboratory to examine/analyze samples and consider their findings, and
the capability to return to sites of interest as field relations become better understood. There will be more
time to think about the geologic setting and the context of any given sampling site, and more time to alter
or abandon one line of thinking in favor of a more informed hypothesis. It is imperative that human crews
have much more autonomy and flexibility than during the Apollo, shuttle, or
International Space Station missions. Exploratory research plans will need to be dynamic and accommo-
date shifts — possibly abrupt — in strategy, focus, and/or technique.

During the early reconnaissance phases of the Mars mission, communications between the crew and Earth
will be more structured and more frequent, and less so during later phases of investigation. Crew mem-
bers, at least half of whom are assumed to be scientists, and the Earthbound scientific team will have an
ongoing collaboration regarding the exploration strategy. Throughout the mission, rotating teams of re-
search specialists on Earth will be on call and responsible for specific exploration segments and/or disci-
plines. They will be in regular contact and would respond immediately in the event of significant discov-
eries (the “Eureka!” experiences) and unanticipated events. Data transmitted to Earth will be monitored
and interpreted by the Earthbound experts, who will collaborate on modifying the maturing field and
analytical strategies based upon evolving interpretations. Team members on Earth will synthesize and re-
port to the crew any relevant new publications and discoveries in their respective disciplines.
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Fig. 13.  Astronaut John Young wields geologic ham-

mer at rim of Plum Crater, Descartes, with lunar

rover in background, Apollo 16.

3.  REAL-TIME INVESTIGATIONS AND REPORTING

One-third of the crew (two astronauts) will be in the field at any one time, while the others remain at
Mars base carrying out the geological/biological laboratory analyses, conducting other scientific experi-
ments, and maintaining the rover(s), habitat, and life-support systems. Crew members will likely alternate
on field expeditions, with sufficient time between excursions for thorough discussions of observations
from the field and analytical results from the lab.

Voice-activated recorders will be used to capture field observations and interpretations (that distinction
would be maintained), which will be sent back to the Mars base for interpretation, for back-up in some
fail-safe format, and for transmission to Earth. Field and base crews will be in daily (or more frequent)
contact, and a crew member at the Mars base will serve as CapCom in discussions between the field party
and the science team on Earth.

Crew briefings for the Mars science team will be conducted daily in the early stages of field exploration.
As sample collection and analytic work progress and the data are assimilated, briefings may be less
frequent — perhaps weekly or biweekly. Research scientists on Earth will, in turn, brief the crew weekly
(or more often, as warranted) on the results of analyses and interpretations of data transmitted from
Mars.

For investigations in which large digital data files are collected — such as seismic-reflection profiles —
the data will be batched, compressed, and electronically transmitted to Earth for processing, review, and
preliminary interpretation. Smaller files of processed data and derivative maps, charts, etc., will then be
returned to the Mars base for incorporation into on-site interpretations.
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Protocols will have been established for communicating exploration news to the public. During the regu-
lar briefings, Mars- and Earth-based investigators will select and prepare results and images for public
presentation. Public affairs personnel will disseminate the information.

4.  TELEOPERATED AND ROBOTIC DATA ACQUISITION AND TRANSMISSION

Employing robotic and teleoperated devices, where appropriate, in support of human exploration of Mars
will free the eyes and minds of the explorers for observation, analysis, and synthesis. Teleoperated robots
may be utilized on Mars for video surveys of sites, soil sample retrieval, and similar tasks directed from
Mars base, much as their counterparts are used in support of deep-sea divers on Earth. NASA currently
has flight opportunities scheduled for testing teleoperated instruments in 2001 and 2003.

Examples of Mars surface instruments that might be operated remotely from Earth are the Mössbauer and
thermal emission spectrometers. The data derived from these observations could be transmitted
directly to Earth, while the crew in the Mars laboratory conducts other analyses. (Physical locations of
instruments and contamination issues are discussed elsewhere in this report.) Schedules for teleoperated
and Mars-based analyses will be established during regular briefings.

5.  COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN OUT-BOUND AND IN-BOUND CREWS

In the waning days of a mission, explorers on Mars will synthesize their observations and interpretations
in collaboration with the scientific team on Earth. By the time of their return, a draft mission report will
have been prepared. During the long flights to Mars and back, the homeward-bound crew will brief
incoming astronauts on both the state of scientific research and on the practicalities of living and working
on the planet. In addition to activities such as the planned long-baseline astronomical studies, some transit
time may also be dedicated to exercises and experiments designed to hone the analytical skills of the
Mars-bound crew.

6.  CONCLUSIONS

The Apollo program taught us vital lessons about communicating with explorers on another celestial
body. Long-duration Skylab and Mir missions reinforced those lessons: Over-communication and micro-
management of crew time both seriously impede research. Upon her return from six months on Mir,
Shannon Lucid published her reflections on conducting scientific research in space during a protracted
mission (Scientific American, May 1998). She exhorted schedulers to allow time for contemplation, for
integration of ideas — the activities for which human explorers of space are so uniquely equipped.
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Fig. 14.  Communications satellite mounted on lunar

rover, returning signal to Earth, Apollo 15.

TEAM IV:  RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Mission must provide a communications infrastructure that may include:
•  Satellites
•  “Black Box” for recording exploration activities
•  Capability for data compression/transmission

2. More structured communication early in mission during reconnaissance stage, less structured communication with
Earth in later stages

3. Upon landing, landing and descent observations should be maximized in order to:
•  Provide a precise landing location to mission control for navigation and communication purposes
•  Document landing and any anomalies
•  Aid in traverse planning early in the mission

4. Briefing and debriefing should occur between arriving and departing crews
•  When possible considering relative location of space vehicles in transit
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5. Need different “levels” of communication among the scientists
•  Need “backroom”
•  Engage student/intern level “gophers” (e.g., for immediate needs, like library/Internet searches)

6. Need capability to communicate with robotic instruments and rovers
•  Earth-run analyses, control direct from earth to instrument (e.g., Mössbauer, APX)
•  Teleoperations from Mars base or Earth


